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Women in Contemporary Russia: A Thematic Cluster

B e t h H o l m g r e n
Toward an Understanding of Gendered Agency in

Contemporary Russia
benchmarks in Russian women’s history ðthe founding of gender cen-
V ladimir Putin’s return to the presidency and the commemoration of

ters and the convening of gender conferences a quarter century agoÞ
have tempted outside observers to make pronouncements about Russian
women’s progress or regression according to a Western feminist teleological

trajectory. In the recent documentary Modern Russian Feminism: Twenty

Years Forward ð2009Þ, for example, all eighteen of the interviewed Russian

feminists and American scholars in Russian women’s studies agree that the

sharp drop in Western funding for gender centers and nongovernmental or-

ganizations and the consolidation of exclusively masculinist power under

Putin have forced most feminist projects to fold or move under the radar.

Yet, as is so often the case with Russian society and women’s history, disap-

pearance from the public eye conveys only part of the story. The following

four essays explore important aspects of Russian women’s unremarked and

complicated experience. Historian Nadieszda Kizenko, political scientists

Janet Elise Johnson and Aino Saarinen, and anthropologists Andrea Maz-

zarino and Michele Rivkin-Fish offer fascinating, original interpretations

of the diverse circumstances and actions of women in Russia today. Their

topics range from analyses of the no-woman’s-land of reproductive rights

ðRivkin-Fish 2013Þ and the Putin state’s paternalistic transformation of

domestic violence crisis centers ðJohnson and Saarinen 2013Þ to defining

women’s spiritual and professional roles in the Russian Orthodox Church

ðKizenko 2013Þ and, surprisingly enough, in motivational training semi-

nars and new business ventures ðMazzarino 2013Þ. In contextualizing

these essays, I reiterate in bold what the authors’ analyses argue and il-

lustrate in nuanced detail: that we read these articles to understand rather

than to judge their subjects’ evolving conditions and values.

What filled the Western media during the first decade of Russia’s post-

Soviet transition was the onslaught of capitalism in its most sexually ex-

ploitative form. Soviet posters falsely portraying happy, emancipated Soviet

The essays appearing in this cluster developed out of a panel presented at “Russian Futures:

Contexts, Challenges, Trends,” a conference sponsored in 2010 by Duke University’s Center
for Slavic, Eurasian, and East European Studies.My thanks to Janet E. Johnson, Nadia Kizenko,

AndreaMazzarino,Michele Rivkin-Fish, andmy anonymous readers at Signs for their construc-

tive readings and suggestions. The mistakes are all mine.
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women were replaced by Western-style advertisements featuring beautiful,
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strategically bared women who were objectified as display mannequins or

markers of product desirability. Sexual trafficking represented the new Rus-

sian capitalists’ most heinous exploitation of women, yet noncriminal enter-

prises projected similar market assessments, prizing women’s heterosexual

physical attractiveness, sexual availability, and willingness to serve. Especially

in the early years of the transition, women consumers were encouraged to

focus on packaging themselves to raise their purchase price and mainte-

nance for rich and powerful men. Mail-order-bride agencies advertised their

clients/commodities as the sort of true wife no longer available to men in

the West, as women who seek to please their husband-providers in mat-

ters sexual and domestic.

To understand the responses of women in Russia to what we perceive

as degrading sociopolitical conditions, we need to review our generaliza-

tions about the opportunities we presumed were guaranteed women in the

Soviet Union. In contrast to women almost everywhere else in the twentieth

century, Soviet women seemed to enjoy equal status with men in educa-

tion and employment. Women were encouraged and expected to advance

in their studies and professional training, to become scientists, journalists,

doctors, engineers. They were not barred from such male-marked jobs as

truck driver or construction worker. Even when the government balked at

the idea of Soviet women in combat during World War II, the female stu-

dents it had trained as potential soldiers lobbied vociferously and success-

fully to be admitted into the fighting ranks ðKrylova 2011Þ.
Yet, as studies byWendy Goldman ð2002Þ, Barbara Alpern Engel ð2004Þ,

Lynne Attwood ð2010Þ, and a host of other scholars ðsee, e.g., Ilič, Reid,
and Attwood 2004Þ have revealed, Soviet women’s emancipation declared

the achievement of women’s equality and never realized it. The govern-

ment did not address the major obstacles that women encountered on the

job and the domestic obligations they tacitly absorbed. When the coun-

try was not wracked by war and desperate for every citizen’s self-sacrifice,

women were denied high-wage jobs and leadership positions. While the

Soviet command economy poured money into heavy industry, women

workers were confined to light industry requiring lesser skills and paying

lower salaries; on the poorly funded and technically underequipped collec-

tive farms, women subsisted as the majority of an impoverished labor

force. Women suffered sexual harassment on the job as a matter of course,

with no reliable means of protection. Indeed, even the women who val-

iantly served in combat during the world wars were later disregarded or

denigrated as prostitutes ðsee Engel and Posadskaya-Vanderbeck 1998;

Malakhova 1998Þ.
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In the absence of any state-sponsored social education about revising
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gender roles to promote equality in the domestic sphere, women in the la-

bor force continued to shoulder housework and family care on their own,

with inadequate resources for either job. The government invested little

and late in producing and distributing the food staples and laborsaving

consumer goods—frommeat to washing machines—that would have eased

women’s multiple burdens as workers, mothers, homemakers, and hunter-

gatherers. As Rivkin-Fish’s essay notes, the Soviet state largely skirted the

need for reproductive health care, apart from urging women to replenish a

workforce drained by shortages, political purges, and war. Abortion served

as the chief mode of fertility control, and the wretched treatment women

received during this procedure conveyed both the state’s neglect and tradi-

tional social opprobrium.

Thus, despite its benefits of higher education and selective professional

advancement, the official emancipation of Soviet women exhausted and

exploited the vast majority of its “beneficiaries.” Patriarchy remained en-

sconced in politics, and the economy remained shrewdly airbrushed in pro-

paganda. Traditional notions of men as natural leaders with superior skill

sets and the sole right to the comforts of home went unchallenged. Women

were presumed to be innately compassionate helpmates and caretakers; they

risked being perceived as abnormal if they displayed assertiveness or aggres-

sion. In the 1970s, the state relied on just such essentializing gender con-

structs in faulting “masculinized” women for the spike in male hooliganism

and alcoholism. When Mikhail Gorbachev sought to help Soviet women

rid themselves of their double burden during perestroika, he strongly advo-

cated that they return to the home, their presumably natural domain.

To a great extent, the transition years have bared, glorified, and global-

ized the patriarchal state that lay just beneath the socialist veneer of the So-

viet Union. As Johnson and Saarinen’s essay outlines, the Putin government

has repackaged that patriarchy as conventionally and commercially mascu-

linist, combining misogynistic posturing ðthe coarse talk and body display

of the he-manÞ with sentimental paternalism ðthe protective, pious modern

father and husbandÞ. On the one hand, the Soviet legacy has conditioned

women to pay little attention to government rhetoric since they have never

been able to rely on the state for adequate representation and support. It is

impossible to determine how much women’s anger over the government’s

overt displays of heterosexist machismo fueled the recent mass protests

against the parliamentary and presidential elections in 2011–12. But the

furor provoked by the February 2012 anti-Putin performance of Pussy

Riot, a feminist punk rock collective, in Moscow’s Christ the Savior Cathe-

dral certainly reflected and abetted underlying fissures in Russian society,
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as large numbers of protesters, including some factions in the church, de-
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nounced the state’s arrest and harsh charges against three of the band’s

members.1

On the other hand, the economic stability and the paternalist ethos pro-

moted during the Putin era have given some material and psychological re-

lief to women struggling to make ends meet on the job and at home. In

keeping with Putin’s sometime image as a responsible father, the domestic

violence crisis centers that the government has taken over from unfunded

feminist organizations favor an all-in-the-family treatment that does not

separate the abused from the abuser. Yet, as Johnson and Saarinen argue,

these remain the pitifully few ports in the storm for victimized women in

Russia. Family unity is privileged over women’s rights, but the centers do

denounce violence against women and pledge to rehabilitate the abuser

into a nonviolent family caretaker.

Horrific as an unrestrained post-Soviet market has been in objectifying

women as trophies and servants to men, it has replaced an economy that

fundamentally devalued women, disregarding their many functions and

different needs. Despite its limited role modeling for women, the post-

Soviet market has gradually made available the household and body care

goods that save women shopping and domestic labor and promise them

a little self-indulgence ðoften, of course, at a high costÞ. While the rise of

new upper and middle classes in urban Russia may signal to Western ob-

servers a regression to the dominant male breadwinner and sexy housewife

stereotypes of the 1950s in the United States and Western Europe, in

Russia this phenomenon also means that women in these classes are being

courted as stable consumers of a wide variety of household and luxury

goods.

Women in Russia have quickly learned to wield their power as consum-

ers and mothers in whatever capacity they can. As studies of the evolving

Russian bride market show, women are increasingly turning to matchmak-

ing agencies to shop critically for options, including romance in the West,

instead of blindly selling themselves in hopes of a better life overseas ðIn the

Name of Love 2003; Johnson 2007Þ. Rivkin-Fish’s analysis of surrogate
and adoptive mothers’ responses to their exchange of precious services

rightly identifies the perils of lawlessness for both parties. The state’s cynical

laissez-faire attitude toward a free-market system in surrogacy represents the

underside of its no less cynical, yet materially beneficial, award of maternity

capital to women who choose to bear or adopt more than one child, a pro-

1 For a brief, lucid account of this event and its aftermath, see Van denHeuvel ð2012Þ. For

current information about these band members’ status, see http://freepussyriot.org.
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natalist policy implemented in 2007. Yet it is striking that the responses of
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women on both sides of the surrogacy exchange disclose their readiness to

bargain hard for their market value, an approach that may stand them in

good stead as the state continues to encourage their “production.”

Traditionally gendered power networks and attributes now openly im-

pede women’s movement into leadership positions, be these in politics,

business, or the reemergent patriarchal Russian Orthodox Church. We also

must bear in mind that in Russia, to a much greater degree than in the West,

positions of power are tainted as morally compromised and inevitably cor-

rupting—yet another lingering perception from the Soviet era. In the post-

Soviet mind-set, official leadership does not signal virtue or notable accom-

plishment. Women in Russia may choose to occupy facilitating positions

or work behind the scenes for a variety of reasons: to make what they con-

sider to be more pragmatic contributions, to retain a sense of the goodness

of their labor, and to avoid the public stigmatization of female “abnormal-

ity.” Kizenko delineates how the Russian Orthodox Church attracts women

to other than worldly ðand WesternÞ notions of what to believe and how

to live; the pursuit of upward mobility pales in comparison with spiritual

exploration and the conservation of distinctively Russian church practices.

Mazzarino’s field research on women’s quest for alternative identities

and interactions in business highlights a somewhat different critique of

market- and state-prescribed hierarchies. Aspiring female entrepreneurs

dissatisfied with a male-dominated establishment not only scout out new

forms of agency but also struggle daily with widely held beliefs about ap-

propriate gendered behaviors. Mazzarino’s Russian informant was abso-

lutely correct in locating these subjects “on the front lines when it comes to

how Russians understand womanhood” ð2013, 623Þ.
Just as there is no straightforward upward ladder for women in work, so

there seems to be no generally acceptable movement toward lobbying for

women’s rights—for many of the same reasons. A small, dedicated cohort

of scholars work on gender issues and teach courses in gender studies at

Russian universities, taking over the organization and direction of their

field from the Western scholars who starred at in-country conferences two

decades ago.2 Their deconstruction of essentializing concepts of femininity

and masculinity in scholarship and the classroom do reach a limited audi-

ence. Nevertheless, the women who exercise the greatest sociopolitical in-

fluence in Russia are the female media pundits, journalists, and, in some

cases, writers of serious literature, such as Liudmila Ulitskaya, who are still

2 Of particular note is the founding and robust activity of the Russian Association of Scholars
in Women’s Studies ðsee http://rarwh.ru/Þ.
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heeded as truth-tellers independent of the state. As with the most power-
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ful women’s movement now active in Russia, the Union of the Commit-

tees of Soldiers’ Mothers of Russia, these public figures’ popularity derives

in great part from traditional notions of women as society’s caretakers, as

inherently altruistic.

The needs these public figures face are complex. As Nadezda Azhgikhina,

feminist founder of the Association of Women Journalists, observes, post-

Soviet Russia is awash in victims and suffering of all types, and so many

stories need to be told: “I don’t want to talk about women only in Russia,

where male journalists have a very short life span and very bad health, and

leave the profession. Gender issues should be discussed as a whole, with the

special needs of all included as part of the discussion” ð2009Þ. Whether

women journalists work for the provincial papers ðwhere they constitute

roughly 80 percent of the workforceÞ or stand out as national muckrakers

such as Svetlana Alexievich ð1948–Þ and Anna Politkovskaya ð1958–2006Þ,
they often combine writing with social and political activism. Through their

work they have generated substantial material support for orphanages, the

disabled, and the elderly; documented the Russian army’s cruel hazing of

voluntary and involuntary conscripts; exposed the crimes and corruption of

regional and national leaders; and familiarized the world with the multieth-

nic victims of the Chernobyl disaster and the Chechen wars. Alexievich

ð2006Þ defines her book Chernobyl Prayer as “a genre where human voices

speak for themselves,” a verbal monument assembled from more than five

hundred interviews with the people who lived in or emigrated to the

zone of deadly radioactivity left in the wake of the nuclear reactor’s explo-

sion. By sharing the suffering and telling the stories of Chechen and Rus-

sian civilians during the Chechen wars, Politkovskaya soon came to function

as an intercessor for her many desperate correspondents and, ultimately, was

murdered for repeating the truth.3

Many valiant male journalists have been assassinated as well, yet, increas-

ingly, martyrdom for human rights, particularly the rights of non-Russian

ethnic groups, has been gendered female in the media reports on Russia.

Natalia Estemirova, an indefatigable human rights activist in Chechnya and

Ingushetia and the recipient of the first Politkovskaya Award from the or-

ganization Reach All Women in War, was abducted and assassinated as an

example in 2009. Tanya Lokshina, deputy director of Human Rights Watch,

had hoped that she could return to her career as a journalist after working

3
 For a superb portrait of Politkovskaya as a journalist and an activist, see A Bitter Taste of

Freedom ð2011Þ.
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for a human rights organization, but, as she admits in a recent interview, “I
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was completely ‘sucked into’ reporting human rights abuses, especially in

Chechnya. It was too awful to drop it. I felt that, by doing something to

stop the abuses, I was manifesting my noncomplicity. There was just no

other way” ð2011Þ.
There are no easy conclusions to be drawn from such inspiring exam-

ples. Are women in Russia only accorded power and influence when they

sacrifice themselves publicly for the good of all? Does proactive compas-

sion for the suffering collective, what often seems to be the first response

of Russian women, obscure or advance the securing of women’s rights?

How can we work together with women in Russia when such a great divide

in historical conditioning and contemporary circumstance separates us?

The following essays help illuminate different paths and common causes

while following Azhgikhina’s lead in fostering a vigorous exchange of ideas

about all gender issues, from debates on how gender roles are constructed

and performed to consideration of the complex forms of women’s agency

in Russia today.

Department of Slavic and Eurasian Studies

Duke University
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